
Season forecasting and scenario planning

Calculate stocking and carrying capacity

Managing pastures and cattle in one place

Tracking cattle moves, grazing periods, and rest days

Evaluating pasture performance

The client was a  startup led by  engineers from MIT and Stanford who had

a collective vision to promote regenerative grazing practices using

technology.

They aimed at revolutionizing and digitizing the grazing landscape by

replacing huge grazing charts hung on every rancher's wall with digital

maps. Their idea was to provide ranchers with a Grazing Management

Software which would enable them to make profitable decisions and to save

a lot of time. Here is what they wanted to achieve through the software:

Tech Geniuses as Clients

The long history  of

agriculture is a story of

mining the soil nutrients,

death of the soil, and

ultimately loss of the soil.

To regenerate and repair

this degradation is the goal

of all regenerative

agriculture. It is

regenerative if you can

increase the organic

matter in your soil.
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Our team members traveled to the US every year

and spent a week with the ranching community

to understand the workflow better.

We worked alongside the founding team to build

technology that the users can easily adopt

without going through a high learning curve.

We took over the entire AngularJS codebase,

added hundreds of new test cases, integrated a

number of new UI frameworks, and started with

the development of many new and critical

features.

We worked closely with UX designer, backend

and mobile developers to ensure that everything

was on track to make smart technical

architectural decisions.

Given our experience helping startups, we were

able to give input to help prioritize the work

and consider the business impact as primary

goals.

With a groundbreaking start-up idea and an amazing team

of engineers from MIT and Stanford, the product team

needed solid engineers who could, with minimal guidance

and handholding, take ownership of the front-end

development of this product.

Other than technical competencies, they needed someone

who could develop the product keeping the end-user in

mind, with empathy.

Great Engineers in
the Search of a
Great Team

The Confluence of
Tech Experts

CLIENT-CENTRIC
APPROACH

WORLD-CLASS
ENGINEERING TEAM

EXCELLENT USER
EXPERIENCE



Conclusion
With the help of this software, ranchers were able to plan grazing more

effectively. They could get the data about their cattle and identify

pastures according to the productivity of the land.

Ranchers saw a 100% increase in their profits when they switched to

this software from traditional ranching. We are delighted to be a part of

this project as it surely equates to a revolution, if nothing else, in the

journey of promoting regenerative grazing.
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